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Mike
By Jeffrey Stern

Mike Pereira, the NFL vice president of
officiating, is leaving that position after 10
years. It was a job he never asked for, but
excelled at. Now, he moves on to other
challenges — both personal and professional.
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In April, when he leaves the
job he’s held for the past 10
years, he takes with him a host
of memories — some
satisfying but also some
unpleasant. It has been a
decade filled with personal
and professional turmoil,
anguish and fear. And what
lies ahead may be the most
unpleasant part of it all.

California Dreaming
Mike is the only son of Al
and Lydia Pereira. He was
born and raised in Stockton,
Calif., along with older sister
Linda. Sports was a big part
of the Pereira household,
much of the interest
emanating from the elder
Pereira, a well-respected
football official and sports
nut.
“If there were no baseball,
basketball or football games
for him to watch, he would
find a tiddlywinks game two
blocks away and he would go
and watch them play,” Mike
recalls somewhat wistfully.
“He was the ultimate sports
fan. He didn’t push me

(toward sports) that much but
he loved sports.”
Not that life was all fun
and games. Pereira was
rousted from sleep before the
sun rose every morning to
milk cows, just as his old man
had at the same age. “He
used to get on me all the
time,” Pereira recalls. “I had
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n his mind’s eye, Mike
Pereira always pictured
himself as an important cog
in a finely tuned machine,
performing under an azure
sky with lush green grass
beneath his feet and a stadium
full of people watching him at
work.
Pereira’s imagination got it
half right. Correct venue,
wrong job. He made it to the
big leagues, all right — but it
was the NFL, not MLB.
The man who wanted to be
an outfielder, running down
balls hit to the gaps and
throwing out runners trying to
take the extra base, wound up
as a football official, chasing
wide receivers running fly
patterns and throwing penalty
flags to mark pass
interference. And when his
relatively brief onfield career
ended, life threw him another
curve and he found himself
holding down one of the most
powerful and influential jobs
in officiating: NFL vice
president of officiating. Now
instead of playing by the rules,
he enforced them and, in some
cases, helped write them.

Mike Pereira appeared on a weekly
segment on the NFL Network. The
segment covered difficult plays from the
previous week’s games, including plays in
which he supported the officials and ones
in which he said the call was missed.
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“I remember an American Legion
game at Lawrence State in Lodi,
Calif., 104-degree day,” Pereira said.
“I made two errors in the game as a
first baseman. After the game I was so
exhausted and I was so thirsty, I went
to him and said, ‘Can I have a dollar
for a Coke?’ And he looked at me and
said, ‘You don’t deserve a quarter.’ I
went right to the drinking fountain
and got water.”
That story makes Al Pereira sound
like one of the villains in a Charles
Dickens novel. Truth is, Mike says his
father supported his efforts
completely and passed along far more
help than hindrance.
Mike could always count on his
dad to be in the stands when he was
playing college ball at Santa Clara
State. And while plenty of parents
follow their children to road games,
Al Pereira took it to an extreme. He
made several trips to Anchorage,
Alaska, to watch Mike play in a
summer league that produced future
major leaguers Bump Wills, Chris
Chambliss, Craig Swan and Randy
Jones.
Despite his accomplishments on
the diamond and an interest in
officiating that took hold while he
was in college, he never gravitated to
umpiring. “My dad was a good
official,” he said. “He worked his way
up to what was then called the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association. He was a
head linesman. That’s how I learned
the game. I used to go to games to
watch my dad officiate.”

Mom and Pop Business
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Gail Pereira met Mike through Mike’s
sister, Linda. The two attended Mike’s
college baseball games. Mike proposed to
Gail after his first NFL preseason game.

the game and Earnie was wonderful. I
skated through that game. I was so
excited and I was on such a high.”
He decided to give that newfound
self-confidence an even bigger test.
“The next day I landed in Sacramento,
went straight to the jewelers, got an
engagement ring, took Gail out to
dinner that night and proposed over
dinner,” Pereira said. “She was
stunned. She looked at me and said,
‘Interesting.’ I just asked the woman
to marry me and she said,
‘Interesting.’ I remember saying,
‘Interesting doesn’t get the ring.’”
Of course, she did finally accept
the proposal.

officiating department and what you
think that the clubs think about the
officiating department. And I’m
thinking, ‘I’ve only been in the league
for one year, what the heck do I
know?’”
Obviously the league held Pereira
in higher regard than he held himself.
“I knew about his background,”
recalled Jerry Seeman, then the NFL’s
senior director of officiating. “I sent
him to NFL Europe because I knew he
could have been an outstanding
referee. And then the openings came
in the administration in the NFL
office. He was a prime candidate.”
Pereira survived the cut that
whittled down the list to six
candidates, all of whom were flown to
New York for another round of
interviews. But more importantly the
league changed course and decided it
was looking for an assistant
supervisor.
“That was a tough day,” Pereira
said of his meetings in New York in
1997. “You had six one-hour
interviews with people like
(Commissioner Paul) Tagliabue, (NFL
President and COO) Neal Austrian
and (NFL Vice President) Roger
Goodell. It was pretty interesting for a

little punk from Sacramento who had
been in the league for one year. I was
flattered that they would even think
to get my input after having one year
in the league.”
Pereira’s incredulity was more than
exceeded by Seeman’s confidence.
“We recognized Mike’s talents,” he
said. “Would it have been more
perfect if Mike had been a 10-year
veteran in the NFL? I suppose that
would be the case. But certainly with
what he accomplished at the
collegiate level, what he did for us in
those two years and the respect that
he gained from the officials, I think
that’s the real key.”
Two weeks after the interviews, the
league offered Pereira the job.
He said no.
“I’d only worked in the NFL for
one season. I had a business. I had
both my parents working for me. (The
NFL) wanted me back in New York in
a month or two months,” Pereira said.
“So I turned them down. I just
couldn’t do that to my parents. I felt
my parents needed me at that point.”
The league was taken aback, to put
it mildly. “The search firm called me
and said, ‘What the hell are you
doing? How could you turn this
down?’”
The league presented a counter
offer: Work one more season, put the
embroidery business to rest and the
job in the front office will be waiting

A Different Courtship
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Mike Pereira’s father Al (top) was a
longtime official and a strong
influence in his decision to become
an official. Mike worked his way up
through high school and college
football (center) and made it to the
NFL for two seasons as a side judge
(bottom) before becoming the vice
president of officiating for the league.

Pereira was in his 30s when he
opened Warehouse Golf and Sport
Shoe City, a discount golf business in
Stockton. “We combined it with an
athletic shoe store,” he recalls. “So we
had running shoes, basketball shoes,
baseball shoes and football shoes.”
Not that his introduction to the
business world was without
problems. His parents, who by that
time had divorced, worked for the
company as well.
“I think (the divorce) affected me
like everybody else would be affected
when your parents divorce,” Pereira

says. “You hate to see what happened
to them. I was a young person that
would adjust and I wasn’t going to
love either one of them any less. Dad
worked in the business with me and
Mom did the books. I used to say that
I got some of my referee skills at that
time: That’s how I learned conflict
resolution.”
The business was humming right
along until a couple of large national
chain stores opened in the area.
Pereira’s business simply couldn’t
compete. So he switched gears, going
from golf equipment and shoes to
making embroidered shirts, sweaters
and caps for corporate clients.
Pereira’s football officiating career
had taken off by that point and he
advanced from high school to small
college to the Western Athletic
Conference (WAC). For two seasons
he also served as the WAC
coordinator of officials.
He was a married man when,
during a trip to Portugal in 1988, he
struck up a friendship with Gail
Jones, who was also married at the
time and on vacation with Pereira’s
sister. Mike and Gail weren’t exactly
strangers; Pereira remembers Gail
attending his baseball games with
Linda.
“They went to school at Cal-Davis
but came to watch our games,” he
relates. “I remember this beautiful
woman that my sister had with her at
the games.”
Eventually, Mike and Gail divorced
their spouses and began what proved
to be an extended courtship. Marriage
was discussed but no concrete plans
were laid. But all that changed when
the NFL hired Pereira in 1996.
“My first game in the preseason
was New England at Green Bay,” he
recalled. “I don’t know if I’m
qualified. I’m going from the referee
to the side judge position. Everybody
is telling me, ‘You are working with a
guy named Earnie Frantz, the worst
head linesman in the league in terms
of being cranky. He’ll yell at you and
he will intimidate you.’
“A preseason game isn’t difficult,”
Pereira continued. “Especially week
one, in some ways you’re going
through the motions. Well, I worked
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to get up at four o’clock in the
morning to milk cows and then I had
to milk cows when I got home from
school.”
Although the elder Pereira was by
all accounts a better than average
athlete, it was the son who played
while the parent sat in the stands.
Good performances earned a nod of
the head; poor outings were met
somewhat less positively.

Pereira had only been a side judge
for one season when he was first
approached by the NFL about helping
the officiating department in a
different capacity. “It was an
interesting process,” Pereira said,
recalling a three-hour interview. “It
was not ever represented as being a
supervisor job. It was more of, ‘We
want to do some research. We want to
see what you think about the
After working in the league office for 10
years, Mike Pereira is packing up and
moving back to California.
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A Period of Change
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Modern technology allowed Pereira
to get crucial film and other
information into the officials’ hands in
a more timely manner. “It used to be
you’d work a game on Sunday and
the next Sunday a package would
arrive with your test results and
video,” Carollo recalled. “Now the
feedback comes back almost instantly.”
Forward thinking and the
willingness to step out on a limb
every now and then earned Pereira
praise and admiration from other
officiating leaders. He reveled in his
role on the Officiating Development
Alliance (ODA), a group formed by
NASO to examine new methods and
trends in the industry. He has given
counsel to supervisors and
coordinators at all levels of sport and
in sports other than football.
Mary Struckhoff, NCAA national
coordinator of women’s basketball
officiating and NFHS assistant
director, has served on the ODA with
Pereira for several years. She has
benefited from his wisdom and come
to appreciate his vision.
“Mike is one of the most
personable and professional
individuals I know; the perfect mix of
gregariousness, knowledge, passion,
humor and humility,” she said. “He
understands the officiating industry
— in all sports and at all levels — and
works tirelessly to advance it. I have
treasured the opportunity to work
with Mike on the ODA and will
always value his wisdom and
friendship. He’s truly one of a kind.”

Tragedy and Travail
DAVID DRAPKIN

It’s not all work for Mike Pereira in
his office. He has time to enjoy a
moment (top) with staffers Lou
Ruchser (left) and Brian Flood. When
it comes time for his weekly TV
segment, it’s the star treatment — a
haircut and getting ready to review a
difficult play.

It is not unusual for a new executive
to change policies installed by his
predecessor. Pereira is no exception.
While Seeman preferred officials to stay
in the background as much as possible,
Pereira allowed fans and the media to
find out more about the third team on
the field every Sunday.
“Mike’s forté was in
communication: with the staff, the
media and the clubs,” says Bill Carollo,
a now-retired official who was a crew
chief during Pereira’s tenure. “We’ve
been schooled and trained that we
should be professional and carry a low
profile. He emphasized

communication whether it was with
the clubs, media or coaches. Mike
allowed us to have a higher profile
and allowed some of the officials to
show that there is another side to these
guys running around the field in
stripes. That has proven to be a
positive.”
Pereira embraced the media and
even hosted an officiating-related
segment weekly on the NFL Network,
called Official Review, during which he
showed film of controversial plays and
explained how the officials arrived at
the call. In some cases, he
acknowledged that calls were
erroneous, a frankness that earned him
praise from the media.
Other notable occurrences during
Pereira’s tenure included a change in
the rating system to determine playoff
assignments. Under the change, crews
that worked together in the regular
season also worked the first two
rounds of the playoffs. For the
championship games and Super Bowl,
the highest rated officials at each
position were selected (although all
playoff officials had to meet criteria
involving years of NFL experience).
That affected Carollo in two ways,
since he was not only a referee, he was
executive director of the NFL Referees
Association (NFLRA). He admits not
every association member was thrilled
with Pereira’s plan.
“Officials don’t like change,”
Carollo explained. “Going from
individual to crew (ratings) was a
major change. But we don’t improve
unless we try different things. I think
the crew concept helped more officials
on our staff than hurt officials on the
staff. I supported the crew concept
because it was better for the majority
of our officials.”
Pereira took advantage of the latest
technology to improve the training
and rating procedures used by the
league. He expanded the command
center Seeman developed in the NFL
office, ensuring that the center was
manned on game days so that
questions about rules or unusual plays
could be answered while the game
was still in progress and announcers
could pass the information on to
viewers.
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for you. Pereira was unmoved. “Pretty
much everybody advised me not to
take the job,” he said. “(Retired NFL
referee) Jerry Markbreit told me not to
take it. And my friends in Sacramento
advised me against it.”
Before closing the door completely,
Pereira took a pad of paper, drew a line
down the middle and did one of those
“plus/minus” charts, listing the
positives and negatives of the situation.
“The negatives outweighed the
positives like five to one,” he said.
One drawback was that, if Pereira
set sail for New York, he’d be going
alone. Gail enjoyed her job as the
administrative secretary to the
superintendent of the Sacramento
school system so much so that she told
her husband she would not move to
New York with him.
“I don’t make change very easily,”
admits Gail, who moved to New York
in 2003. “He never put any pressure on
me to go. He wanted me to come when
I was ready.”
Pereira said the one positive that
kept jumping off the page was, “It’s the
one job in the world I would want. I
kept looking at that statement and I
said I don’t think I can pass it up.
Because if I end up unhappy in
whatever I end up doing, I’ll look back
and say I just gave up a huge
opportunity that may never come back.
And if I take this opportunity and I end
up unhappy, so be it. At least I tried.”
The “plus” side finally prevailed.
Pereira took the job.

Leading any officiating department
— particularly one as high-profile as
the NFL’s — is no walk in the park.
But in 2001, Pereira endured two

tumultuous events that will affect him
for the rest of his life.
When the NFL and the NFLRA
were unable to agree on a collective
bargaining agreement, the league
locked out the officials. Pereira found
himself having to cobble together
crews of college or retired pro officials
in order to cover the preseason games.
He even found himself back on the
field.
The 2001 season opened under the
cloud of the lockout, but everything
changed that sunny Tuesday morning
leading up to week two. Like most
Americans, Pereira remembers exactly
what he was doing on Sept. 11.
Pereira had worked the Monday
night game in Denver the previous
evening and was at the airport waiting
to board a plane for New York. “I get a
call from Larry Upson (then director of
officiating operations). He said,
‘Where are you?’ I said, ‘I’m just
getting through security going
through my gate.’ He said, ‘Don’t
worry about going.’ I said, ‘Oh, the
weather is bad?’ He said, ‘No. Just
turn on the TV.’
“So I went to a TV at one of the
gates and you could see what was
happening. There were a lot of NFL
people there because of the Monday
night game. It was obvious that
nobody was going anywhere so we
had to get rooms. We got back to the
hotel that we were staying at and we
couldn’t go anywhere. We were stuck
there for four days.”
Sitting in a hotel in Denver, “I don’t
think I ever felt so alone,” he said. “I
felt I had to reconnect with my family.
I had been away from them already in
New York and now this happens. I
remember there was no way I could
go back to New York without
reconnecting with my family, without

On game days, Pereira has a “war room”
where he can monitor every game and
exchange pertinent information from each.

reconnecting with Gail and my mom
and dad. I couldn’t go back without
walking down the grocery store lanes
and just doing simple things in life
again. So (when flights resumed) that’s
what I did. I went to California and
spent a couple days there before I
went back to New York.”
Any rejuvenation Pereira felt
disappeared when he returned to the
East Coast. “I flew into Newark (N.J.)
but you just couldn’t believe what you
were seeing,” he said. “You couldn’t
believe there were no Twin Towers.
You could see smoke still rising from
(Ground Zero). It was worse for
people who lived in New York
because it was a personal attack. Two
NFL employees lost their spouses, so
there was pain and fear everywhere.”
The fear didn’t end in the weeks
after the attacks. “I remember one
night working in my office after dark,
and all of a sudden there was the most
thunderous explosion. I just remember
jumping from my seat and saying,
‘This is it. They’ve blown up Grand
Central Station,’” Pereira related. “I
remember yelling at the cleaning
woman, Miriam, ‘We’ve got to get out
of here.’ We looked out the window
waiting to see the smoke. Then there
was a flash of lightning and then,
boom, another shot of thunder. So
that’s what it was. That was an
example of how we lived on edge.”
The lockout ended after three
weeks and the regular NFL officials
were back on the field for Sept. 23
games. But the emotional damage had
been done.
“The tension during the lockout
was incredible,” Pereira says with a
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Another Battle
When Pereira calls himself a
survivor, he means both the literal
and figurative senses. In 1975, Pereira
was diagnosed with testicular cancer.
He won that battle, but years later in
2007, he was diagnosed with colon
cancer.
“People that have had cancer once
somewhat feel like people that have
been through 9/11,” Pereira explains.
“You fear it comes back again, and
when it does it’s a scary thing. It’s a
tough thing and it’s an unknown. You
don’t know how bad it could be.”
Pereira doesn’t hide his emotions
when discussing cancer, particularly
when he talks about the reaction of
the NFL officials when they heard the
news. “I was amazed at the cards and

the gifts that got sent to my house
while I was recuperating,” he said,
his voice breaking slightly. “In a way
it kind of gave me a platform to get
with the guys and say, ‘We have got
to take care of ourselves. We have got
to make sure that we all test ourselves
for this so we can catch it early like
we caught mine so it doesn’t spread
to become something that becomes
life-threatening.’”
The NFL promotes cancer
awareness in a number of ways,
including participation in the Blow
the Whistle on Cancer campaign,
which is associated with the V
Foundation. Pereira and NBA referee
Bob Delaney are co-chairs of Blow the
Whistle.

Westward Bound
Come April, about the time
Pereira celebrates his 60th birthday,
he will leave a job he never asked for
but found out he always wanted. The
woman who knows him best says he
won’t necessarily be the same guy
who left Sacramento a decade ago.
“He’s not quite as easy-going,”
Gail says. “He’s much more serious,
which is understandable. He has a
heavy load on his shoulders.”
She’s referring to Mike’s parents,
whose failing health consumes his
thoughts during much of his
downtime.
“Mother unfortunately was a
victim of a stroke and has been in the
nursing home for eight years now,”

Pereira said. She is “living a life that
no one would want to live. (She) was
such a dynamic person, such a smart
woman and such a sophisticated
lady. You know she doesn’t want to
be there even though she can’t
communicate it. We don’t want her
to be there. There’s a better place for
her to be, but we seem to work as
hard as we possibly can to keep
people like my mom alive when
there’s a better place for her to be.
It’s a tragedy.”
His father, now 89 years old, is
also ill. “Somebody has got to take
care of him and he’s beginning to slip
mentally. He can’t drive anymore,”
Pereira notes. “Part of the reason
why I’m going west is I want to drive
from Sacramento and pick up my
dad and take him to a Stockton Ports
baseball game. I want to take him to
do some things that he can’t really do
right now so that he can enjoy as
much of his life that he has left.”
Mike hopes his dad will remain
healthy enough to take a trip back in
time with him. Because Pereira said
he’s got a plan for next fall. “I can’t
wait to step on the field in a JV
football game on a Thursday
afternoon with stripes on and
officiate,” he says. “I’ve missed
officiating. I told (officiating leaders
in Sacramento) I want to come back
and officiate. They’re anxious to have
me come back to work. It may sound
kind of crazy but that’s one thing I
know I want to do.”
Jeffrey Stern is Referee’s senior editor. ■

After 10 years in the NFL office, Mike
Pereira’s wife said he has changed,
becoming a much more serious person
than he was when they first married.
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deep sigh. “My best friends are still
the ones on the field. And when
something like this happens it ruins
relationships, friendships. The most
devastating part is when the league
says, ‘You not only find guys, but you
get your butts out on the field and
you work with those guys.’ That’s
your job. You are part of
management. I remember being a
physical wreck because it was really
the hardest thing I ever did in terms
of getting a group of officials ready
and trying to get them ready to
perform on the field and doing it at
the expense of your friends who you
know they’re going to hate you for
it.”

